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Heterogeneous node copying from hidden network structure

Max Falkenberg1, ∗

1Centre for Complexity Science, Imperial College London, SW7 2AZ, U.K.

(Dated: April 14, 2021)

Node copying is an important mechanism for social network formation, yet most models assume
uniform copying rules. Motivated by observations of heterogeneous triadic closure in real networks,
we introduce the concept of a hidden network model – a generative two-layer model in which an
observed network evolves according to the structure of an underlying hidden layer – and apply
the framework to a model of heterogeneous copying. Framed in a social context, these two layers
may represent a node’s inner social circle, and wider social circle, such that the model can bias
copying probabilities towards, or against, a node’s inner circle of friends. Comparing the case of
extreme inner circle bias to an equivalent model with uniform copying, we find that heterogeneous
copying suppresses the power-law degree distributions commonly seen in copying models, and results
in sparse networks with significantly higher clustering than even the most optimum scenario for
uniform copying. Similarly large clustering values are found across a range of real collaboration
networks, lending empirical support to the mechanism.

Introduction. Node copying is an important network
growth mechanism [1–7]. In social networks, copying is
synonymous with triadic closure, playing an important
role in the emergence of high clustering [8, 9]. In biology,
node copying encapsulates duplication and deletion, a
key mechanism in the formation of protein-interaction
networks [10–12].
Despite this range of applications, most node copying

models assume uniform, or homogeneous copying, i.e.,
that the probability of copying any given neighbour of
a node is equal. The exact formulation varies widely,
but examples include “links are attached to neighbours
of [node] j with probability p” [5], or “one node [is du-
plicated]... edges emanating from the newly generated
[node] are removed with probability δ” [11]. Similar uni-
form copying rules are found in [2, 3, 6–8, 10, 12–20].
Homogeneous copying is a sensible base assumption,

often aiding a model’s analytical tractability. However,
especially in a social context, there is good reasons to be-
lieve that node copying may be heterogeneous. Consider
for instance the social brain hypothesis, a theory which
suggests that the average human has around 150 friends
(Dunbar’s number), encapsulating progressively smaller
sub-groups of increasing social importance [21, 22]. How-
ever, large social networks often have an average degree
far exceeding Dunbar’s number [23], implying that most
of these observed friends are only distant acquaintances.
In this context, if individual A introduces individual B to
one their friends, C, (i.e., B is copying A’s friend C), we
may reasonably expect that C is more likely to be chosen
from A’s inner social circle, than A’s wider social circle.
This is directly related to the principle of strong tri-

adic closure: “If a node A has edges to nodes B and C,
then the B-C edge is especially likely to form if A’s edges
to B and C are both strong ties” [24]. In weighted net-
works where tie strength can be equated to edge weight,
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empirical evidence for the strong triadic closure principle
can be inferred by measuring the neighbourhood overlap
between two nodes as a function of tie strength [24]; see
for example [25] using mobile communication networks,
or [26] using face to face proximity networks.
Unfortunately, for many networks tie strength data is

unavailable or unknown. In these cases, evidence for
asymmetric triadic closure may be inferred through proxy
means. For instance, in academic collaboration networks
it has been shown that the ratio of triadic closure varies
strongly with the number of shared collaborators between
nodes [27]. Although the average triadic closure ratio
is small (typically < 10%), the ratio rapidly increases
with the number of shared collaborators. However, these
aggregate measures are highly coarse grained and likely
only approximate real closure dynamics.
This motivates the study of simple heterogeneous copy-

ing models, such as those found in [4, 5, 9, 28, 29]. Typ-
ically these models fall into a small number of distinct
categories. In the first, heterogeneity is introduced as a
node intrinsic property (e.g. node fitness) in the absence
of structural considerations [5]. In the second, hetero-
geneity is introduced via group homophily [9, 29] where
the probability of triadic closure between nodes A and
B is dependent on whether nodes A and B are in the
same group or different groups (e.g. researchers from the
same academic discipline, as opposed to different disci-
plines). However, intra-group copying is typically mod-
elled uniformly. Finally, some models consider heteroge-
neous copying driven by the network structure around
nodes A and B, without introducing node homophily [4].
In the threshold model defined in [4], the authors con-

sider the case where node A introduces node B to one of
their friends C. An edge then forms between B and C if
the fraction of neighbours common to B and C exceeds
some threshold F . The model demonstrates a transi-
tion from a state where networks are almost complete
for small F , to a state where networks are sparse but
highly clustered as F increases past a critical threshold.
By using a fractional threshold for neighbour overlap, the
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framework avoids some issues where closure probability
is associated with the absolute overlap of the local com-
munities. However, the model is limited in its tractability
and has peculiarities such as the observation that fringe
communities are almost always complete.

In this paper, our aim is to extend these ideas and
introduce a more general framework for heterogeneous
node copying based on the concept of “hidden strong
ties”. To do so, we introduce the hidden network model
as a novel modelling framework. A multilayer network
[30] where layers have identical node structure but dif-
ferent edge structure, the framework lets us build models
with local heterogeneity in the rules of network growth,
but where that heterogeneity is a property of a hidden
network structure and not arbitrarily encoded using node
intrinsic properties or group homophily. The concept has
loose similarities to other multilayer paradigms including
the use of replica nodes to model heterogeneity [31] and
interdependent networks [32]. See also [19] on multilayer
copying and triadic closure.

The framework is very general and can be applied in
a number of contexts. For instance, the concept can
be used to decompose complex single layer networks
into simpler two-layer structures. One such example is
second-neighbour preferential attachment; an implemen-
tation of the Barabási-Albert model where nodes attach
proportionally to the number of nodes within two steps of
a target node, see [33]. Using our framework, the model
is decomposed into an observed network, and a hidden
network where nodes are connected to all nodes which are
two or fewer steps away, representing the node’s sphere
of influence [34]. Here, second-neighbour preferential
attachment is equivalent to conventional first-neighbour
preferential attachment followed by a local copying step.
As detailed in [33], structural heterogeneity that is in-
trinsic in such a model has profound consequences for
the time dependence of network growth.

In this general context, the hidden network model has
similarities to other paradigms that aim to encode im-
plicit heterogeneity in network models. One common ap-
proach is to define “hidden variables” on nodes [35, 36].
However, whether two nodes are connected is typically
encoded as a function of these node intrinsic properties,
rather than the structure between nodes.

In our context where we are interested in hetero-
geneous growth emerging from heterogeneous structure
(not heterogeneous nodes), closer parallels can be found
in the study of higher-order networks where there is an
explicit distinction between a size n clique of pairwise in-
teractions, and a higher order interaction represented by
an n-simplex, leading to different network dynamics [37].
Although our focus in the current paper is on emergent
heterogeneity in traditional pairwise networks, how hid-
den structure influences observations is related to ques-
tions regarding the projection between higher order net-
works and their pairwise equivalents [38]. On page 8, we
briefly outline how our framework may be used to con-
struct random simplicial complexes from heterogeneous

copying with which higher order dynamics may be stud-
ied.
In the remainder of this paper, we first outline a simple

uniform copying model (UCM) [2, 3] used as the foun-
dation for our model of heterogeneous copying. We will
formally introduce the concept of hidden network mod-
els and define the specific case of extreme heterogeneous
copying, the correlated copying model (CCM), for which
we provide analytical results following the approach in
[2]. Relaxing the extreme copying case, we numerically
investigate a generalised form of the correlated copying
model (GCCM) which exhibits a spectrum of heterogene-
ity, covering both the uniform and extreme bias cases.
The GCCM generates a diverse spectrum of network

structures spanning both ergodic sparse and non-ergodic
dense networks, with degree distributions ranging from
exponential decay, through stretched-exponentials and
power-laws, to extremely fat tailed distributions with
anomalous fluctuations. These networks exhibit a broad
clustering spectrum from sparse networks with signifi-
cantly higher clustering than their uniform equivalents,
to the unusual case where networks are almost complete,
but with near zero clustering. Focusing on the highly
clustered sparse regime, we comment on a number of
real social networks, particularly collaboration networks,
which exhibit higher clustering than can be explained
by even the most optimum parameter choices in uniform
copying. This suggests that heterogeneous copying may
be an important explanatory mechanism for social net-
work formation.
Uniform Copying Model. The uniform copying

model (UCM) was introduced in [2, 3], see Fig. 1. At
time tα, a single node, α, is added to the network,
and one target node, β, is chosen uniformly at random.
We label each neighbour of β with the index γj where
j ∈ {1, · · · , kβ}, and kβ is the degree of node β. For each
neighbour γj , the copied edge (α, γj) is added to the net-
work independently with probability p. The network is
initialised at t = 1 with a single node. If p = 0, no edges
are copied forming a random recursive tree. If p = 1, the
UCM generates a complete graph.

𝛼𝛽
𝛾1 𝛾2 𝛾3𝑪𝑪𝑴

𝛼𝛽
𝛾1 𝛾2 𝛾3𝑼𝑪𝑴

FIG. 1. A new node α is added to the network and forms an
edge to a random target node, β. UCM: All neighbours of
node β have an equal probability p of being copied (orange
dashed). CCM: Copied edges are added deterministically;
neighbours of node β in the hidden network are copied (solid
green), the remainder are not copied (red dotted).
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Hidden Network Models. We define a hid-
den network model as the pair of single layer graphs
G = (GO, GH), comprising an observed network GO =
(V,EO) and a hidden network GH = (V,EH), where V
is the set of nodes for both networks and EO and EH are
the set of edges for each network. The set V represent the
same entities in both GO and GH , with differences lying
exclusively in the edge structure between nodes. The key
feature of a hidden network model is that the evolution
of GO is dependent on GH (or vice versa).

Correlated Copying Model. In the correlated copy-
ing model (CCM), see Fig. 2, the observed and hidden
networks are initialised with a single node at t = 1. At
t = tα, node α is added to both networks and a single
target node, β, is chosen uniformly at random. We label

the kβO neighbours of β in GO with the index γj . Then,
in the observed network only, the copied edge (α, γj) is
formed with pH = 1 if the edge (β, γj) ∈ EH , pO = 0
otherwise. The general case with intermediate copying
probabilities is discussed on page 6. No copied edges are
added to the hidden network GH . The direct edge (α, β)
is added to both GO and GH .

𝛼𝛽
𝛾1 𝛾2 𝛾3𝑮𝑯

𝛼𝛽
𝛾1 𝛾2 𝛾3𝑮𝑶

FIG. 2. The correlated copying model. A new node, α, forms
an edge (solid blue) to a randomly chosen target node β.
Copied edges (α, γj) (solid green) are formed in the observed
network, GO, if the edge (α, γj) is present in the hidden net-
work, GH . Other neighbours of node β are not copied (dotted
red).

GH evolves as a random recursive tree. Unlike the
UCM, all copying in GO is deterministic, with the only
probabilistic element emerging in the choice of the target
node β. For comparative purposes, we define the effective

copying probability in the CCM as peff = 〈kβH/kβO〉, i.e.,
the fraction of the observed neighbours of node β which
are copied by node α.
Framed in a social context, we might think of GO as

an observed social network where individuals have many
friends, but the quality of those friendships is unknown,
with most ties being weak. In contrast, underlying ev-
ery social network is a hidden structure representing the
inner social circle of individuals, where a node is only
connected to their closest friends [22]. Copying in the
CCM is biased to this inner circle.
Preliminaries. The total number of edges in GH

scales as EH(t) ∼ t, with the average degree given by
〈kH〉 = 2. Using the degree distribution of GH , see be-
low, 〈k2H〉 = 6. In the observed network, each time step a
single edge is added by direct attachment, and one copied

edge is added for each neighbour of the target node in

GH , kβH . The average change in the number of edges is

therefore 〈∆EO(t)〉 = 1+ 〈kβH〉 = 1+ 〈kH〉 = 3, such that
〈EO(t)〉 ∼ 3t and 〈kO〉 = 6.
As an alternative, note that the observed degree of

node α can be written as

(kO)α =

(kH)α
∑

β=1

(kH)α,β (1)

where the index α, β labels the (kH)α unique neighbours
of α in GH . Averaging both sides of Eq. (1) over all
nodes we find,

〈kO〉 =
1

t

t
∑

α=1

(kH)α
∑

β=1

(kH)α,β =
1

t

t
∑

ℓ=1

nℓ(kH)ℓ, (2)

where nℓ is the number of times that the degree of node ℓ
appears in the expanded sum. For any tree graph, node
ℓ will appear exactly once in Eq. (2) for each of its (kH)ℓ
neighbours. Hence, nℓ = (kH)ℓ and 〈kO〉 = 〈k2H〉. In the
supplementary material (SM), Eq. (1) is used to derive
〈k2O〉 ≈ 62.
We may naively expect that the effective copying prob-

ability is peff = 〈kH〉/〈kO〉 = 1/3. However, for the

CCM, peff = 〈kβH/kβO〉 6= 〈kH〉/〈kO〉. We have not found
a route to calculating this exactly, but simulations sug-
gest peff ≈ 0.374.
Degree Distribution. The hidden network evolves

as a random recursive tree which has a limiting degree
distribution given by

pH(kH) = 2−kH , for kH > 1. (3)

In the supplement, we show that the degree distribution
for the observed network can be written as the recurrence

pO(kO) =
πO(kO − 1) · pO(kO − 1) + 21−kO

1 + πO(kO)
, for k ≥ 2,

(4)
where the final term is the probability that at time t the
newly added node has initial degree kO and

πO(kO) = 1 + 〈kH | kO〉, (5)

with 〈kH | kO〉 as the average degree of nodes in the
hidden network with observed degree kO. Here, the 1
corresponds to edges that are gained from direct attach-
ment, whereas 〈kH | kO〉 corresponds to edges gained
from copying. Although we have not found an exact ex-
pression for 〈kH | kO〉, we can make progress by consid-
ering the evolution of individual nodes.
Consider node α added to the network at tα. The

initial conditions for node α are

(kH(tα))α = 1, (6a)

〈kO(tα)〉α = 1 + 〈kH(tα − 1)〉β , (6b)
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where the final term is the average hidden degree of the
target node β. In GH , node α gains edges from direct
attachment only. Hence, at t > tα,

〈kH(t)〉α = 1 +

t−1
∑

j=tα

1

j
= 1 +Ht−1 −Htα−1, (7)

where Hn is the nth harmonic number. In GO, either
node α is targeted via direct attachment, or a copied
edge is formed from the new node to node α via any of
the (kH(t))α neighbours of node α. Hence,

〈kO(t)〉α = 〈kO(tα)〉α +

t−1
∑

j=tα

1 + 〈kH(j)〉α
j

= 〈kO(tα)〉α +
t−1
∑

j=tα

2 +Hj −Htα−1 − 1/j

j
,

(8)

where we have subbed in Eq. (7) and Hj−1 = Hj − 1/j.
Evaluating this sum, see supplement, we find

〈kO(t)〉α = 〈kO(tα)〉α +
1

2

[

(4 +Ht−1 −Htα−1)

×(Ht−1 −Htα−1)−H
(2)
t−1 +H

(2)
tα−1

]

,
(9)

where H
(m)
n is the nth generalised Harmonic number of

order m. For t → ∞, H
(2)
t → π2/6. Hence, for large t we

can drop the final two terms and substitute in Eq. (7) to
give

〈kO(t)〉α ≈ 〈kO(tα)〉α +
1

2
(〈kH(t)〉α + 3) (〈kH(t)〉α − 1) .

(10)
Noting, that Eq. (10) is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of kH for kH > 1, we assume that we can drop the
index α and the time dependence giving the average ob-
served degree of nodes with specific hidden degree as

〈kO | kH〉 ≈ 〈k̃O | kO〉+
1

2
(kH + 3) (kH − 1) , (11)

where 〈k̃O | kO〉 denotes the average initial observed de-
gree of nodes with current degree kO. Finally, we make
the approximation that 〈kH | kO〉 ≈ 〈kO | kH〉−1 where
the exponent denotes the inverse function. This gives

πO(kO) = 1 + 〈kH | kO〉 ≈
√

2(kO + 2− 〈k̃O | kO〉).
(12)

To proceed, let us solve the degree distribution at kO = 2.
Although the average initial condition 〈k̃O〉 = 1+〈kH〉 =
3, in this case 〈k̃O | 2〉 = 2. Therefore

pO(2) = −πO(2) · pO(2) + 2−1 = −pO(2) ·
√

2(2) + 2−1,
(13)

giving pO(2) = 1/6. Since 〈k̃O | kO〉 has an almost neg-
ligible effect on πO(kO) for kO > 2, for simplicity we set

〈k̃O | kO〉 = 2. We can now rewrite Eq. (4) as

pO(kO) =
pO(kO − 1)

√

2(kO − 1) + 21−kO

1 +
√
2kO

, for kO > 2.

(14)
Although computing this recurrence shows good agree-
ment with simulations, see Fig. 3, we have not found a
closed form solution to Eq. (14).

100 101 102 103

kO

10 9

10 7

10 5

10 3

10 1

p O
(k
O
)

CCM
UCM

FIG. 3. The degree distribution for the CCM (blue crosses)
and UCM (p = peff = 0.374; orange points) at t = 107,
averaged over 100 networks. Dashed line: CCM recurrence
relation in Eq. (14). Dot-dashed: stretched exponential ap-
proximation. Dotted: power-law scaling.

As an approximation, we return to Eq. (9) and note
that Ht−1 − Htα−1 ≈ ln(t/tα). Substituting this into
Eq. (9) and dropping small terms

〈kO(t > tα)〉α ≈ 2ln(t/tα) +
ln2(t/tα)

2
, (15)

which inverted gives

ln(t/tα) ≈ −2 +
√

2(kO + 2) ≈
√

2kO, for k ≫ 2. (16)

We have dropped the expectation value and define tα
as the time a node was created such that its degree at
time t is approximately kO. Exponentiating each side
and taking the reciprocal,

tα
t

≈ e−
√
2kO . (17)

Finally, by substituting this approximation into the cu-
mulative degree distribution we find

p̃O(kO) =

kO
∑

k′

O
=2

pO(k
′
O) ≈ 1− tα

t
≈ 1− e−

√
2kO , (18)
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which corresponds to a Weibull (stretched exponential)
distribution, suppressing the power-law scaling observed
in the UCM, see Fig. 3.
The approximation for the cumulative degree distribu-

tion stems from the observation that, on average, nodes
with k′O > kO were added to the network at t′ < tα,
whereas nodes with k′O < kO were added to the network
at t′ > tα. Both Eq. (16) and Eq. (18) are close to the
scaling expected from sub-linear preferential attachment
with an exponent 1/2, see [39].
Clique Distribution. In a simple undirected graph,

a clique of size n is a subgraph of n nodes which forms
a complete subgraph. A clique of size n = 2 is an edge,
whereas n = 3 is a triangle. Here we calculate the exact
scaling for the number n cliques, Qn(t), in GO.

Let us first consider the case of triangles. At t = tα,
there are two mechanisms by which a new triangle forms:

1. Direct triangles. The new node, α, forms a direct
edge to the target node, β, and forms copied edges

to each of the kβH neighbours of node β, labelled
with the index γj . The combination of the direct
edge (α, β), the copied edge (α, γj), and the existing
edge (β, γj) creates one triangle, (α, β, γj), for each

of the kβH neighbours.

2. Induced triangles. If node α forms copied edges
to both node γj , and to node γj′ , j 6= j′, the trian-
gle (α, γj , γj′) is formed if (γj , γj′) ∈ EO.

Combining these mechanisms, the change in the num-
ber of triangles can be written as

∆Q3(tα) = ∆QD
3 (tα) + ∆QI

3(tα), (19)

where the first and second terms on the right correspond
to direct and induced triangles respectively. One new

direct triangle is formed for each of the kβH neighbours of

node β, ∆QD
3 = kβH . For induced triangles, the copied

edge (α, γj) is only formed if (β, γj) ∈ EH . Additionally,
all pairs of nodes which are next-nearest neighbours in
GH must be nearest neighbours in GO. Hence, the edge
(γj , γj′) must exist in the observed network if both γj
and γj′ are copied. As a result, one induced triangle is
formed for each pair of copied edges (α, γj) and (α, γj′)
such that

∆QI
3 =

(

kβH
2

)

=
(kβH)2 − kβH

2
. (20)

Extending the argument to general n we can write

∆Qn(tα) = ∆QD
n (tα) + ∆QI

n(tα), (21)

where direct cliques are those which include the edge
(α, β). For a clique of size n, the number of direct cliques
is given by the number of ways in which n− 2 nodes can

be chosen from kβH nodes,

∆QD
n (tα) =

(

kβH
n− 2

)

, (22)

whereas the number of induced cliques is given by the
number of ways in which n− 1 nodes can be chosen,

∆QI
n(tα) =

(

kβH
n− 1

)

. (23)

As t → ∞, the average change in clique number is

〈∆Qn(t)〉 =
∞
∑

kH=1

pH(kH)

[(

kH
n− 2

)

+

(

kH
n− 1

)]

, (24)

where pH(kH) is the probability that the randomly cho-

sen target node kβH = kH . To avoid ill-defined binomials,
we rewrite Eq. (24) as

〈∆Qn(t)〉 = pH(n− 2) +

∞
∑

kH=n−1

pH(kH) ·
(

kH + 1

n− 1

)

,

(25)
where we have combined the two terms into a single bi-
nomial. After subbing in pH(kH) and solving the sum,

〈∆Qn(t)〉 = 22−n +
∞
∑

kH=n−1

2−kH ·
(

kH + 1

n− 1

)

= 4. (26)

Consequently, for large t we find the curious result that
the number of n cliques scales as

Qn(t) ∼ 4t, for n > 2, (27)

independent of the clique size.
Clustering. Transitivity is a global clustering mea-

sure defined as

τGO
= 3× #(triangles in GO)

#(twigs in GO)
, (28)

where a twig is any three nodes connected by two edges.
The number of twigs is equivalent to the number of star
graphs of size 2, S2, where a star graph of size n is a sub-
graph with 1 central node and n connected neighbours.
The number of subgraphs of size 2 is related to the degree
distribution by

S2(t) = t
∑

kO≥2

(

kO
2

)

· pO(kO) = t · 〈k
2
O〉 − 〈kO〉

2
, (29)

where we have used the property that pO(k < 2) = 0.
Recalling that 〈kO〉 = 6 and 〈k2O〉 ≈ 62, the number of
twigs scales as S2 ∼ 28t, such that

τGO
=

3Q3

S2
∼ 3 · 4t

28t
=

3

7
. (30)

The local clustering coefficient, cc(α), is defined as the
number of edges between the (kO)α neighbours of α, nor-
malised by the the number of edges in a complete sub-
graph of size (kO)α. For the CCM,

cc(α) =

(

(kH)α
2

)

+
∑(kH)α

β=1

(

(kH)α,β

2

)

(

(kO)α
2

)
, (31)
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where the first term corresponds to the complete sub-
graph of the (kH)α neighbours of α in GH , and the
sum contributes the edges from one complete subgraph
formed by node α, β and its (kH)α,β − 1 neighbours, ex-
cluding α. The global clustering coefficient, CC(GO), is
defined as the average of Eq. (31) over all nodes in the
network. In simulations, CC(GO) ≈ 0.771 for large t.
General Correlated Copying Model. The gen-

eral correlated copying model (GCCM), is defined anal-
ogously to the CCM, starting with observed and hidden
networks initialised at t = 1. For practical reasons, we
initialise the graph with three nodes which form a com-
plete graph in GO, and a wedge in GH . This ensures that
the initial graph contains some edges found in GH , and
some edges found only in GO.

At t = tα, node α is added to both networks and a sin-
gle target node, β, is chosen uniformly at random. We

label the kβO neighbours of β in GO with the index γj . In
the observed network, the copied edge (α, γj) is formed
with probability pH if the edge (β, γj) ∈ EH (inner cir-
cle copying), and probability pO otherwise (outer circle
copying). The direct edge (α, β) is added to both GO

and GH . Copied edges added to GO are added to GH

independently with probability q. If pH > 0 or pO > 0,
and q > 0, the hidden network is no longer a random
tree.
The GCCM encapsulates a wide spectrum of heteroge-

neous copying. Setting pH = 1, pO = 0 and q = 0 reduces
the GCCM to the CCM, whereas setting pH = pO = p,
for any q, reduces the GCCM to the UCM. We have dis-
cussed the social motivation for the case where pH > pO,
representing a copying bias towards the inner social circle
of a node. However, the GCCM can also be tuned to the
reverse case where pH < pO, resulting in a bias against
inner circle nodes. We are not aware of a physical motiva-
tion for this latter case. However, the unusual structural
diversity of these anti-correlated networks warrants their
discussion here.
Figure 4 shows numerical results for (a) the effective

copying probability, (b) the densification exponent, (c)
the average local clustering coefficient, and (d) the tran-
sitivity, for the GCCM with q = 0 and 104 nodes.
The effective copying probability corresponds to the

fraction of target node neighbours which appear to be
copied in the observed network. Formally, we can write
the average effective copying probability at time t as

peff(t) =

〈

pHkβH + pO(k
β
O − kβH)

kβO

〉

, (32)

where β is the index of the target node at time t, the
first term represents edges copied from node β’s inner
circle, and the second term represents edges copied from
the outer circle.
The dashed contour in Fig. 4(b) corresponds to an ef-

fective copying probability of 0.5, calculated by averaging
over the preceding 104 time steps. We note that peff = 0
if pH = pO = 0 (random tree), peff = 1 if pH = pO = 1

0.0

0.5

1.0

p H

(a) (b)

0.0 0.5 1.0
pO

0.0

0.5

1.0

p H

(c)

0.0 0.5 1.0
pO

(d)

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

FIG. 4. Numerical results for the GCCM with q = 0 and 104

nodes as a function of the hidden copying probability, pH , and
the outer copying probability, pO. (a) The effective copying
probability. (b) The densification exponent. (c) The aver-
age local clustering coefficient, CC(GO). (d) The transitivity,
τGO

. Black dashed contour: effective copying probability of
0.5 at t = 104. Values have been smoothed for clarity.

(complete graph), and peff = p if pH = pO = p (UCM).
In general, the rise in peff is faster with increasing pO
than increasing pH , although for pH = 0 we find very
small peff, even for large pO. However, this observation is
somewhat deceptive since, if the GCCM is in the dense
regime and pH 6= pO, peff is not stationary . Calculated
over longer time frames, we note that the effective copy-
ing probability appears to slowly converge to the outer
copying probability, peff → pO, since for t → ∞, the ratio
of the number of edges in the hidden network to the num-
ber of edges in the observed network tends to zero. This
suggests that the dashed peff = 0.5 contour will converge
to the pO = 0.5 line as t → ∞.

We test whether the GCCM is in the sparse or dense
regime explicitly by tracking the growth in the number of
edges in the observed network. Let us define the densifi-
cation exponent, δ, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, using EO(t) ∝ t1+δ, which
relates the number of edges in the observed network to
the number of nodes t. If δ ≈ 0, the GCCM is sparse.
If δ = 1, the GCCM grows as a complete graph. For
intermediate values, the GCCM undergoes densification.
For the UCM, the transition from the sparse to dense
regime is known to take place at p = 0.5 [3]. We have
not analytically calculated the transition for the GCCM,
but may intuitively expect the transition at pO = 0.5
since the hidden network is a random tree. This seems
to be supported by the numerical values of δ in Fig. 4(b),
although the transition from zero to non-zero δ is shifted
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1
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k O
)

p H
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0.
5
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0.
25
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10 8
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kO
100 104 100 104

p H
=
0

FIG. 5. The observed degree distribution in the GCCM for various values of the outer copying probability, pO (left to right), and
the hidden copying probability, pH (bottom to top), for q = 0. For pO ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5}, 106 nodes per network. For pO = 0.75,
105 nodes per network. For pO = 1, 104 nodes per network. Distributions are averaged over 100 instances. In the dense regime
(large pO, right column), network growth is non-ergodic leading to anomalous scaling and noisy degree distributions, even after
averaging over many instances. The bottom left distribution (exponential decay) corresponds to a random recursive tree, see
Eq. 3. The top right corresponds to a complete graph of N nodes. The top left corresponds to the CCM, see Fig. 3. The
diagonal from the bottom left to the top right corresponds to the UCM.

to slightly larger pO for pH = 0, and to smaller pO for
pH = 1; this shift is likely to disappear as t → ∞.

Figures 4(c) and (d) show the average local clustering
coefficient, CC(GO), and transitivity (global clustering),
τGO

, for the GCCM. Patterns are similar between the
two figures, although local clustering generally exceeds
global clustering in the sparse regime. For the UCM it
is known that, in the dense regime, τGO

slowly converges
to zero as t → ∞, unless p = 1 [2]. In contrast, the local
clustering appears to remain non-zero.

As expected, clustering is minimised at pH = pO = 0
(random tree) and maximised for a complete graph,
pH = pO = 1. However, in the sparse regime we find
that the maximum clustering is found at pH = 1, pO = 0
which corresponds to the CCM. In [2], the authors note
that local and global clustering for the UCM is not a
monotonically increasing function of the copying prob-

ability p, with a local maxima in the sparse regime at
non-zero p. This bimodal clustering is also present in the
GCCM. Interesting behaviour is observed in the anti-
correlated regime for pH ≈ 0, where we find near zero
clustering values. In particular if pH = 0 and pO = 1, we
observe the unusual property that δ ≈ 1, such that the
network scales as (but is not) a complete graph, yet both
the local and global clustering are approximately zero.

Extracting the degree distributions for the GCCM for
various pH and pO shows similarly diverse behaviour, see
Fig. 5. Each distribution is averaged over 100 instances,
but points are left deliberately unbinned to illustrate the
significant fluctuations observed in the dense regime. For
pH = pO = 0 (bottom left) the GCCM reduces to a ran-
dom recursive tree, see Eq. (3). The CCM case with
pH = 1, pO = 0 (top left) follows Eq. (14), where the tail
can be approximated as a stretched exponential. This
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distribution is also shown in Fig. 3. Along the diag-
onal where pH = pO (UCM), the degree distribution
has a power-law tail in the sparse regime, and exhibits
anomalous scaling in the dense regime (p ≥ 0.5). For
pH = pO = 1, the GCCM reduces to a complete graph
and all nodes have degree t− 1.

For pO = 0, the power-law scaling observed in the
UCM is completely suppressed, with a gradual transi-
tion from exponential decay to a stretched exponential
tail as pH is increased from 0 to 1. In the sparse regime
with pO 6= 0, all degree distributions appear fat tailed
with only small deviations from the power-laws observed
for the UCM. However, unusual scaling is observed for
pH = 0, pO 6= 0, where the distributions exhibit initial
exponential decay at small kO, attributable to the hid-
den network, before a second fat-tailed regime starting
at intermediate kO.

In the dense regime, all degree distributions exhibit
anomalous scaling, such that individual instances are not
self-averaging. For pO = 0.75, the tail of the degree dis-
tributions is largely consistent across all pH . However,
the probability of finding nodes with small degree is large
for pH = 0, and is gradually suppressed as pH → 1.
These effects are most pronounced for pO = 1 where the
modal degree is 1 for pH = 0, and t− 1 for pH = 1, with
a gradual transition in between. Remarkably, through-
out this transition the degree distribution appears almost
uniform at pH = 0.25, where the probability of finding
nodes with any given degree is approximately constant up
until the large kO limit. However, this effect is only ob-
served when averaging over many instances, with a much
smaller degree range observed in individual networks.

Similar results are shown in the SM for q > 0 where
clustering is enhanced if pH > pO and suppressed if pH <
pO, relative to the UCM. However, the clustering maxima
slowly decrease with increasing q. In the limiting case of
q = 1, the GCCM is independent of pO and equivalent
to the UCM with p = pH . As q increases from 0 → 1,
the GCCM becomes increasingly uniform, and the phase
spaces shown in Fig. 4 are stretched from the pH = pO
line outwards towards pO = 0 and pO = 1. The pH = pO
line (UCM) is invariant under changes in q.

One potential application of the q 6= 0 case is for gen-
erating random simplicial complexes (see [37]) by com-
bining the hidden and observed networks into a single
structure, see Fig. 6. Such a construction may be inter-
esting since it explicitly distinguishes between cliques of
strong ties, where all nodes are within each other’s inner
circle, and cliques of weak ties.

Let us define the observed network, GO as the network
projection of the simplicial complex S, i.e., S and GO

share the same set of edges. For every clique of size n that
exists in GO, if that same clique exists in GH , then the
clique maps to a simplex of size n in S. Otherwise, if the
clique is not present in GH , the corresponding simplex is
also not present in S.

For the example shown in Fig. 6, the clique formed
by the edges ((a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (b, d), (c, d)) exists

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝑶 𝑺𝑐 𝑑 𝑒 𝑓
𝑏𝑎

𝑐 𝑑 𝑒 𝑓
𝑏𝑎

𝑐 𝑑 𝑒 𝑓
𝑏𝑎

FIG. 6. Generating the simplicial complex S by combining
the observed, GO, and hidden network, GH . The complex S

contains all the edges from GO. Cliques of size n which exists
in both GO and GH map to a simplex of size n in S.

in both GO and GH . Hence, in S, the clique maps to
the n = 4 simplex (a, b, c, d) and all the corresponding
sub-simplices. The same mechanism results in the n =
3 simplex (d, e, f). If a clique does not exist in both
GO and GH , such as the triangle formed by the edges
((a, b), (a, e), (b, e)), the corresponding simplex (a, b, e) is
not found in S.
By tuning the GCCM copying parameter q, this mech-

anism can be adjusted from the trivial q = 0 state where
no simplices of size n > 2 are found, to a state where ev-
ery clique in GO maps to an equivalently sized simplex in
S for q = 1. Investigating the structure of, and dynamics
on these simplicial complexes may be of future interest.
Comparing Copying Models. We have introduced

a simple model of heterogeneous node copying, motivated
by arguments that triadic closure may not be structurally
homogeneous in real networks.
Comparing the CCM, for which we have analytical re-

sults, to the UCM with the equivalent effective copying
probability (p = peff = 0.374) we find significant differ-
ences in network structure. Most notably, both the aver-
age local clustering coefficient, CC(GO), and the transi-
tivity, τGO

, are significantly larger in the CCM than the
UCM. The CCM suppresses the power-law tail observed
in the UCM for the sparse regime, and consequently, the
degree variance observed in the CCM is smaller than for
the UCM. CCM: σ2(kO) ≈ 26; UCM: σ2(kO) ≈ 192.
The CCM also has the unusual property, not found in
the UCM, that the growth in the number of cliques of
size n scales independently of n.
The above comparison uses a single effective copying

probability, but key differences are robust for variable
p in the sparse regime. Specifically, the UCM degree
distribution always exhibits a power-law tail, and the
largest measured clustering coefficients fall below the val-
ues seen for the CCM, see Tab. I. Relaxing the CCM
to the GCCM, we note that for large pH and small pO,
the measured clustering values regularly exceed those ob-
served in the UCM, with the UCM only reaching similar
values far into the dense regime.
Whether such extreme bias is plausible in real networks

is uncertain. However, observations in academic collabo-
ration networks suggest that extreme bias may be possi-
ble [27]. For instance, Fig. 4 in [27] shows that the ratio
of triadic closure between two nodes is approximately
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peff CC(GO) τGO
Degree Dist.

CCM 0.37 0.77 0.43 Str. Exp.

UCM (Max CC(GO)) 0.38 0.52 0.20 Power-law

UCM (Max τGO
) 0.22 0.40 0.28 Power-law

TABLE I. The effective copying probability, average local
clustering coefficient, transitivity and degree distribution for
the CCM, and for the UCM in the sparse regime with the
largest CC(GO), and largest τGO

values. Calculated from 50
simulations with 105 nodes.

Nodes Edges CC(GO) τGO

arXiv Astro coauthors 18.8K 198.1K 0.63 0.32

arXiv GR coauthors 5.2K 14.5K 0.53 0.63

arXiv CM coauthors 23.1K 93.4K 0.63 0.26

arXiv HEP coauthors 22.9K 2.7M 0.81 0.31

DBLP coauthors 540.5K 15.2M 0.80 0.65

NetSci coauthors 379 914 0.74 0.43

Hollywood collaborations 1.1M 56.3M 0.77 0.31

DNC Email corecipients 906 12.1K 0.61 0.56

TABLE II. A selection of sparse undirected networks which
may plausibly grow via a copying mechanism. These networks
exhibit larger average local clustering coefficients (CC(GO))
and transitivity (τGO

) than may be expected from homoge-
neous copying. Network source data available at [40].

zero if the number of shared collaborators is zero, rises
rapidly as the number of shared collaborators increases,
and plateaus at a ratio of one.
A second clue towards heterogeneous copying is the

observation of very large clustering values in real net-
works. A selection of these networks and their clustering
coefficients is shown in Tab. II. Stressing that both the
UCM and GCCM are toy models of node copying, the
networks in Tab. II exhibit average local and/ or global
clustering far exceeding even the most optimistic values
for the UCM. In contrast, the listed clustering values
are relatively similar to what may plausibly emerge from

heterogeneous copying, although even the clustering ob-
served for the extreme CCM case falls below some of the
values shown in Tab. II, implying that other factors are
also important.

We must of course acknowledge that the networks
listed in Tab. II have been chosen precisely due to their
high clustering; there are many other networks which
could plausibly grow via copying which do not exhibit
unusually large clustering coefficients. However, the net-
works provided do suggest that heterogeneous copying
may be important in some contexts.

Conclusion. We have introduced a general model of
heterogeneous copying, implemented using a hidden net-
work model. In the case of extreme copying bias, we have
derived analytical results and have demonstrated signif-
icant differences to similar models with uniform copying
rules. In particular, power-law degree distributions ob-
served in uniform copying can be suppressed under het-
erogeneous copying, and networks are significantly more
clustered if copying is biased towards a node’s inner cir-
cle. Although a systematic study of copying in real net-
works is necessary, evidence suggests that heterogeneous
copying may be relevant in a social context.

The heterogeneous copying model is just one simple
application of a hidden network model. In general, the
framework allows us to deconstruct network growth het-
erogeneities in a non-arbitrary way, focusing on struc-
tural rather than node heterogeneity, and poses ques-
tions concerning the role of hidden information in net-
work growth. Exploring these general cases and answer-
ing these questions is a key aim in upcoming work.

Data accessibility. A python implementation of the
CCM and UCM is available at [41].
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Figures

Figure 1

A new node a is added to the network and forms an edge to a random target node,  B. UCM: All neighbors
of node  B have an equal probability p of being copied (orange dashed). CCM: Copied edges are added
deterministically; neighbors of node B in the hidden network are copied (solid green), the remainder are
not copied (red dotted).

Figure 2



The correlated copying model. A new node, a, forms an edge (solid blue) to a randomly chosen target
node B. Copied edges (a; j) (solid green) are formed in the observed network, GO, if the edge (a; j) is
present in the hidden network, GH. Other neighbors of node B are not copied (dotted red).

Figure 3

The degree distribution for the CCM (blue crosses) and UCM (p = peff; orange points) at t = 107, averaged
over 100 networks. Dashed line: CCM recurrence relation in Eq. (14). Dot-dashed: stretched exponential
approximation. Dotted: power-law scaling.
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